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MESSAGE FROM THE
ACTING DIRECTOR ..

•

... To All Law Enforcement Officials

THE RECENT OPENING of the new FBI Academy
gives me an opportunity to expre s some of my
views to Bulletin readers for the first time. A
comprehensive law enforcement training center,
the Academy grew from recognition of the fact
that the profession has entered a new era. With
this awareness, I heartily agree.
~

~

Ah

While I am mindful of the significant accom.
plishments of FBI and other law enforcement
training programs over the years, the times are
ripe for a searching examination into new meth·
ods and techniques that will better prepare the
officer to fulfill his responsibilities today and in
~ future. His is a distinctive role which requires
Ulck,
perceptive judgments in the thick of human
conflict and in the glare of public scrutiny.
As a lawyer and former naval officer, with
executive experience in the field of education and
in the Administration of Justice System, I have
learned the value of thorough training. Without
it, no profession-most of all one with such
exacting and perilous responsibilities as law
enforcement-can hope to command through its
performance the stature that distinguishes it from
an occupation. It is training that encourages
potential to become ability, knowledge to become
understanding, duty to become expeltise, and
ambition to become accomplishment in lawen.
forcement personnel. Neither the profession nor
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the public which looks to it for protection can
afford anything less than these highest levels of
attainment.
Although considerable gains have been made
in recent years toward restoring respect for the
law and those obligated to enforce it, there is no
room for complacency. Murders of law enforce·
ment officers at the hands of desperate criminals
are all too frequent, inadequate investigations
are too often the cause of unpunished offenders,
some serious crimes are committed with disturb·
ingly small risk of apprehension to those respon·
sible, constitutional rights are always threatened
by well· meaning but misdirected law enforcement
zeal, and sizable segments of the public continue
to be distrustful of law enforcement.
Training, of course, is not the complete answer
to these conflicts with law enforcement perform.
ance. It would be hard to fonn a persuasive argu·
ment, however, that the quality of training does
not have a direct-perhaps even a dominantbearing on these problems.
The new FBI Academy is designed and staffed
to provide an enriching educational experience
for the law enforcement officer. I eagerly embrace
my responsibility to insure that the Academy is
responsive to both the expectations and the chal·
lenges a changing society has thrust on law
enforcement performance.

L. PATRICK GRAY, III
Acting Director

The New FBI Academy:
A University for Law Enforcement

"The compelling variety of circumstances
which confront the law enforcement officer today
in the performance of his duty demands from
him a fullness of knowledge and expertise
characteristic of the most exacting professions. "

T

hirty·seven years ago this month,
the FBI made a decisive commitment
in the professionalization of lawen·
forcement. Acting on the recommen·
dation of the Attorney General's Na·
tional Crime Conference which met
months earlier in Washington, D.C.,
the FBI established a permanent sci·
entific educational center in the Na·
tion's Capital to provide national lead·
ership for law enforcement training
in crime detection and criminal law
administration.

Challenging Era
Known as the Police Traimng
School of the Federal Bureau of In·
vestigation, which later became the re2

nowned FBI National Academy, this
educational program for law enforcement officers was born in a time of
great need. Fired by the exploits of
reckless outlaws many of whom, unfortunately, were revered as folk
heroes by some segments of the pub·
lic daring lawlessness had become
commonplace throughout the country.
Partly because of inadequate laws, increased criminal mobility, j urisdic·
tional barriers in the law enforcement
network, and deeprooted corruption
within the administration of justice
process, the timehonored American
rule of law was all too frequently
thwarted. Legitimate law enforcement authority under those conditions
was challenged with impunity.

At the heart of this crime problem,
however, was a prevalent ineptness
which hobbled many law enforcemA
command and duty personnel in thW
ability to cope with the flagrant criminality ranging the country [in 1930's].
Inadequate training, equipment, and
leadership, in many instances, prevented an effective nationwide law
enforcement effort to stem pervasive
lawlessness. The FBI's National Academy and its other police training programs sought to fill this void.
The overwhelming public anxiety
over the conditions of that era and
hopes for the future were mirrored in
the headline carried in the July 5,
1935, issue of the Washington Evening Star: "Crime College Opens
July 29, Hoover 1 to Direct Courses
for Picked Men in Ranks of Law."

Accomplishments
In time the desperadoes of the
1930's were quelled, and the FBI National Academy training mission has
left an indelible stamp of quality_
U.S. law enforcement procedures _
techniques. Considered by many to be
the summit of law enforcement training, the FBI National Academy has,
over the intervening years, compiled
an impressive record in developing
professional executives, administrators, and instructors among the Nation's peace officers. It has also spurred
similar law enforcement development
in farflung nations throughout the
world.
With the graduation of the 89th
Session of the FBI National Academy
on June 7, 1972, the total number
of graduates rose to 6,134, of whom
221 are from friendly foreign countries. Of the nearly 3,300 Academytrained officers still active in lawenforcement, about 28 percent now hold
top executive positions in their respective agencies. Equally important, this
1

T he late FBt Direc tor, J . Edgar Hoove r .
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training, supplemented by the regular
programs conducted by the Academy's
A mi, the FBI National Academy
'!rsociates, has helped bring to realiza• tion law enforcement's greatest single
asset: professional pride. This pride
is based on expert knowledge and cooperation growing from mutual respect among the myriad levels that historically constitute the complex law
enforcement structure of the United
States. The effort to strengthen local,
State, and other Federal law enforcement agencies through improved training and administration has fortunately
stayed many well· meaning but misguided proposals over the years to establish the equivalent of a national
police force in the United States.

--

-

--

"The effort to strengthen local, State, and other Federal
law enforcement agencies through improved training and
administration has fortunately stayed many well-meaning
but misguided proposals Ol'er the years to estalJlish the
equivalent of a national police force in the United States."

New Chapter
Last month the FBI began a new
and exciting chapter in its training
programs for law enforcement officers.
Nestled in a 79-acre tract of rolling,
wooded Virginia countryside within
the Quantico Marine Corps Base
stands a new, modern FBI Academy.
Within this campus complex exclusively devoted to law enforcement

-

--

Pictured on May 8, 1969, at the formal dedication of the "J. Edgar Hoover Road," leading to
the FBI Academy entrance, are (left to right) the late Mr. Hoover; Gen. Leonard F. Chapman,
Jr., (Retired), then Commandant, U.S. Marine Corps; and Lt. Gen. Louis J. Fields, former Commanding General, Marine Corps Development and Education Command, Quantico.

•
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training, the 90th Session of the FBI
National Academy convened on
June 26, 1972. In this restful setting,
convenient to Washington, D.C., but
scenically removed from the clash of
events that daily form their response
in the fulfillment of their law enforcement duties, the 200-member Na~ionl
Academy class began the most intensive and complete training program
that instructional experience and
modern technology permit.
Architecturally reflective of its
varied role, the new FBI Academy is
equipped to accommodate a number
of law enforcement training programs-from basic police skills to the
most sophisticated applications of
advanced technology and innovative
concepts in criminology. In addition
to permitting 2,000 select officers-a
tenfold increase over the previous
number-to annually attend the 12week FBI National Academy sessions,
the curriculum and facilities enable
another 1,000 officers to yearly receive specialized courses of shorter
duration. The Academy also provides
for the initial training of FBI Agent
personnel as well as the specialized
inservice training they periodically
receive throughout their careers. Com·
plementing its training role, the Academy will be the setting for top-level
conferences and seminars related to
law enforcement problems.
With the new Academy, construction of which began in June 1969, the
FBI has renewed its pledge to enhance the professional competence of
law enforcement by giving national
leadership to intensified training programs.

3

all noticeably emerged in the 1960's.
They have comhmed to chanel
long-held concepts in the entire
ministration of justice process. It s
evident that expanded training in an
articulate range of courses for law
enforcement officers was imperative in
order for them to keep abreast of
rapid developments of this space-age
era.
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Courses
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The curriculum at the FBI Academy has evolved from five disciplines I
considered necessary to the modernday training of law enforcement per-,
sonne!. These disciplines have been
organized at the Academy into instructional departments under a Special Agent in Charge-Dean of Academic Affairs:

Former Assistant Director Joseph J. Casper (right!, Training Division, places document box under
the FBI Academy cornerstone while lIeft to rightl Supervisor of Business and Finance James
Brian Hyland looks on and Special Agent in Charge of the Academy William M. Mooney assists.

Like its predecessor for nearly four
decades, the new FBI Academy is a
dramatic commitment to the lawenforcement profession. It rose in response to conditions which have
drastically altered the demands that
bear on the performance of lawenforcement's vital role in the Nation's
progress. Accelerated social change,
criminality, technology, learning processes, and new perspectives in the laws
that govern law enforcement duties4

~

". • • the new FBI Academy • . . rose in response
to conditions which lWl,e
drastically altered tlte demands thai bear on the
performflllce of law enforceIlf'nt.~
vital role in the Nation's pro tress."

• The Department of Management Science offers a course in
Management for Law Enforcement to enhance all areas of
police administration. Principles
of successful management co ~
cepts and theories are identifi9
defined, and applied to lawenforcement. Proven management
practices utilized in industry and
business are examined and evaluated as to how they may assist
the overall performance of a law
enforcement agency_ Practical
problems and exercises are used
to re-create law enforcement
management situations that may
be improved by adopting new insights and techniques.
• The Department of Law conducts a course in The Criminal
Law which explores the major
institutions and processes in the
criminal justice system that influence, define, guide, and
restrict law enforcement's responsibilities. There is a comprehensive study of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights to
develop a complete awareness of
FBI Law Enforcement

the historical framework In
which the Rule of Law was dein a democracy. This is
~wed
by a detailed examination of the laws governing investigative techniques, including
arrest, search and seizure, confessions, evidence and theories of
proof, electronic surveillance,
eyewitness identification, entrap.
ment, civil liability, and the system of juvenile justice. The materials of this course emphasize
decisions of the courts affecting
law enforcement performance,
and these are supplemented with
additional background texts pre·
pared by a teaching staff eminently qualified in all aspects of
the law.
• The Department of Behavioral
Science examines, through a
course entitled Socio·Psychological Aspects of Community Be·
havior, a variety of disciplined

Al

approaches to the understanding
of individual and intergroup relationships, characteristic of different communities, which often
determine the nature of law enforcement's response in fulfillment of its duties. Basic tenets
of sociology, psychology, crim·
inology, and political science are
imaginatively applied to allay
many problems of police-community relations and those posed
by crime.
• The Department of Forensic
Science, in its course Forensic
Science in Law Enforcement, en·
deavors to provide an enriching
education in the forensic science
field which will enable law enforcement officers to understand
and utilize advanced scientific
principles in the examination
and preservation of evidence
and be able to enhance their participation in subsequent judicial

proceedings. The course provides
students with the requisite background to permit maximum application of forensic science in
the solution of crime.
,. The Department of Education
and Communication Arts reviews, in the course, Education
and Training in Law Enforcement, the essential principles and
techniques of teaching and training. The role and function of the
law enforcement educator beyond
the role of instructor are examined analytically as are the services available to management
from the training unit in the development of human resources,
internal and external to the organization.
The curriculum, moreover, will not
be static but is designed to creatively
adapt to meet changing demands upon
law enforcement training require-

A view of one of the Academy dormitory buildings with the Learning Resource Center in the background,

ments as they develop.
Completing the Academic Affairs
Section of the Academy is the Learning Resource Center consisting, in
part, of a library of 25,000 volumes
of highly specialized and selective law
enforcement and related literature.
Programed to fulfill most student, faculty, and staff research needs, the
library features an automated records system and the capability of microfilm and microfiche (smaller film
image than microfilm) reproduction
of certain study material. Among the
innovative technology adapted for the
Learning Resource Center are audio
and visual recordings of lectures given
in the courses available at the Academy. At electronically equipped study
carrels in the Center, students and
faculty alike can visually and auditorily monitor class lectures for review, critique, and makeup purposes.

Accreditation
Broadening a practice established
years ago by many institutions of
learning at the college and university
levels, which grant credit to individual courses offered by the FBI National Academy program, the FBI and
the University of Virginia have agreed
to an affiliation. This program will result in the granting of approximately
15 credit hours for work in five educational subjects for each police officer
who satisfactorily completes the academic courses of the National Academy program. Spurred on by their
educational achievements at the Academy, many officers will be encouraged
to pursue academic degrees when they
return home.
In accordance with its preeminent
standards for law enforcement training and education, the FBI instructional staff assigned to the Academy
possesses the academic credentials required by regional accreditation associations, and it operates within the
guidelines, rules, and regulations gen6

" ••. the FBI and the University of Virginia halw agreed
to an affiliation • .• [which] ••• will result in the grant·
ing of approximately 15 credit hours for work in five
educational subjects for each police officer who satis·
factorily completes the academic courses of the National
Academy program."

erally accepted by institutions of
higher learning. The merging of the
excellence and special competencies
of the FBI and the University of Virginia will truly benefit the attendees of
the FBI National Academy program
and insure superior instructional attainment throughout all of the Academy's training courses.

Varied and Flexible Programs
An integral part of the student's experience at the new Academy will be
a course in Law Enforcement Arts.
This course is primarily centered on
firearms, defensive tactics, and physical education training, as well as related duties necessary to complete the
performance ability of the lawenforcement officer. The course also concentrates on developing, by simulated
conditions using specially designed
and equipped areas, the practical application of his day-to-day vocational
and professional skills.
The Academy, in addition to the
National Academy programs, is also
responsible for specialized lawenforcement training and FBI new
Agent and inservice training. Operating control of the Academy, its plant
management, and maintenance functions are the responsibility of a dean
of business and finance. Guidance,
however, will be given by an Advisory
Committee, national in scope and comprised of prominent leaders from law
enforcement, institutions of higher
learning, and industry, which will act
in a consulting capacity to the Academy in all police training programs. A
staff for Institutional Research Devel-

e

opment and Information Services will
perform continuous analyses, surveys,
and studies of current and projected
police training trends, as well as other
internal institutional studies. Both the
Advisory Committee and this staff
report to the Acting Director through
the Assistant Director of the FBI
Training Division, as instructed. They
will help insure that Academy procedures, programs, and curriculums are
responsive to changing needs.

Facilities
The Academy presently consists of
an eight-building complex designed
to create an autonomous community
for learning. The entrance to the Academy (see layout) is approached fra
a paved parking area through a tW
story administration building (No.
1) , which with the Learning Resource
Center (No.3), the 1,000-seat auditorium to be used for graduation ceremonies as well as lectures (No.4), and
the classroom building (No.5)
beyond, is situated around a site for
a planned student service building
(No.2). Concourses interconnecting
the entire Academy lead from the
classroom building to the physical
training center (No.6), and, branching from the Learning Resource Center, link two seven-story dormitories
(Nos. 7 and 8) as well as the dining
facility (No.9).
Twenty-three classrooms, including
16 accommodating 50 students each
in fixed seating arranged along five
tiers in amphitheater style, three special-purpose classrooms for practical
training in the forensic sciences, four
FBI Law Enforcement BUllee
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other classrooms of variable seating
arrangement for specialized study, as
well as eight conference rooms for
seminar-size groups, share a threestory building. Classrooms have rear
projection screens, and speaker systems that can be controlled from the
instructor's lectern, which will permit
incorporation of the most advanced
audiovisual teaching technology as it
develops. Among the instructional support technology already planned for
the Academy's classrooms is electronic
student response equipment which will
permit the instructor, using programed learning devices, to simultaneously evaluate individual student
and total class response to a particular
problem.
In addition to the thr~
forensic
science classrooms, there are four

ey
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identification laboratories, as well as
13 individual photographic darkrooms
for special training in investigative
photography. There are also two special darkrooms for training in fingerprint identification photography.
These laboratories and classrooms for
the forensic sciences have the most
advanced technological equipment
available to develop and facilitate the
scientific competency of the students
in these areas.

Other special facilities have been
designed for the Academy, such as a
mock-city classroom and a crime scene
room where special law enforcement
situations are re-created to simulate,
as closely as possible, actual problems
confronting the officer in investigating
cases, conducting raids, making arrests, and searching for evidence.
The physical training center has a
large gymnasium for physical fitness,
(Continued on page 26)

"Among the instructional support technology already
planned for the Academy's classrooms is electronic student
response equipment which will permit the instructor, using
programed learning devices, to simultaneously eraluate
incliddual student and total class re ponse to a particular
pro1Jlem_.,
7

The neighborhood police unit operates from this storefront office.

A Return to Neighborhood Police

By
EDWARD C. McARDLE
Chief of Police,
Albany, N.Y.
and
WILLIAM N. BETJEMANN
Coordinator,
Office of Crime Control,
Albany, N.Y.

8

Police departments nationwide are
experimenting with innovative policies and procedures in an effort to
stem rising crime rates, provide improved service, and increase public
cooperation. The Albany Police Department began experimenting on
July 1, 1971, with the inception of its
neighborhood police unit (NPU ).
Serving 10,000 residents in a 70squareblock region of Albany's South
End, the NPU is specifically designed

to cut crime, provide expanded police
and social services, and build a rapport with the populace based on
mutual trust and cooperation.
Albany's 'South End, once a flourishing comfortable neighborhood,
had been transformed over past
decades into a decaying community of
crime.ridden squalor. Affiicted by
urban blight, the South End suffers
from social and physical problems, ineluding poverty, substandard housing,
FBI Law Enforcement Bulle8
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unemployment, overcrowding, the disruption necessarily occasioned by ur_ .n renewal, and a high rate of street

~

imes.

Crime Increase
Two highrise apartment complexes, containing a total of 800 living
units, were constructed in the South
End during the early sixties. Designed to 'healthfully accommodate
low income families and senior citizens, the buildings, instead, soon
became modern, compacted slums.
Senior citizens fell victim to the malicious, criminal acts of roving bands
of youths. Private guards employed
by the housing authority to protect
the complexes proved to be ineffective
and incapable of stemming the increasing crime rate which was worsened by racial friction.
The perpetrators of the assaults,
muggings, robberies, burglaries, and
incidents of drug abuse occurring in
the apartments and halls of the housing complexes emanated both from
.lllllllliie complexes themselves and from
•
surrounding neighborhood. Early
attempts by the private guard force
within the housing projects to apprehend offenders were largely futile
since the perpetrators simply escaped
to the surrounding blocks.
Police· community rapport was at a
low ebb throughout the period. Centralization of the department in the
midfifties had removed the informality and visibility of the neighborhood
police precinct. Many crimes occurring within the area went unreported
because many victims feared reprisals
if they were seen cooperating with the
police.
Uniformed officers assigned to the
area on both foot and motor patrol received little cooperation from the
residents. When answering calls, they
were greeted with hostility and verbal
abuse. Crowds frequently formed to
harass police when they made an arrest .
•
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The criminal and other social problems afflicting the South End demanded novel approaches promising
farranging solutions. City administrators, police officials, representatives of
the New York State Office of Crime
Control Planning, and concerned citizens met to review and discuss a
myriad of.possible alternatives to the
existing law enforcement program.
After several lively discussions with
community representatives, all agreed
on the neighborhood police concept.
A proposal and application for
funding under the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968
were immediately prepared and submitted to the New York State Office of
Planning Services, Division for Criminal Justice, which approved a grant
of $337,587 on April 16, 1971. The
approved proposal called for the creation of a specially trained 36man
neighborhood police unit. Operating
out of an informal, neighborhood
storefront headquarters, the officers
mounted a comprehensive crime control and prevention campaign with
emphasis on promoting good community relations and involvement.
A lieutenant, four sergeants, and 31
patrolmen were screened for service
in the unit. Each man was a volunteer, and ages ranged from 21 to 42
years and police experience from 3
months to 19 years.

Advanced Training Program
The New York State Institute of
Governmental Executives of the State
University of New York at Albany
was retained to design and conduct
a 160hour advanced training program. The program was specifically
designed to prepare the officers for
their expanded role in the neighborhood. Many of the training sessions
involved the participation of area residents, including the youth.
Four 2day sessions during the
training were devoted to the review
and discussion of the most prominent

Chief McArdle.

Mr. Betjemann.

areas of community concern, namely:
drug abuse, poverty, juvenile delinquency, and race relations. University
professors reviewed the topics with
the unit members and served as
moderators during panel discussions
involving community residents.
Additionally, the training program
was designed to familiarize unit officers with the resources available
through the numerous governmental
and private social service agencies
serving the residents of the target
area. Representatives of the alcohol
detoxification clinic, family court,
probation department, neighborhood
youth corps, urban league, health de9

' test drew the attention of many children to the location and purpose of the storefront.
,
New attire for NPU officers (go
or green blazer, brown slacks, and
pale yellow shirt) enhanced the informality of the unit and helped in improving the image of the police in the
residents' minds. A distinctive crest
showing two figures shaking hands
and inscribed with Neighborhood Police Unit, Albany Police Department,
is affixed to the breast pocket of each
blazer. Badges and rank insignia are ..
no longer displayed. A concealable
shortbarreled revolver was substituted
for the standard service revolver, and
the everpresent night stick is available
for use only in emergencies.
With the agreement of all unit members, the department decided that the
NPU would operate with permanent
tours of duty and that each man could
express his choice of shift_ The hours
The informal atmosphere of the NPU office promotes a favorable attitude toward police among
of the tours were rescheduled to incommunity residents,
crease the manpower available during
times of peak crime as determined in
partment, legal aid society, depart- The Storefront Headquarters
a comprehensive analysis of crime. '
ment of social services, and county
The storefront headquarters, lo- the area.
youth bureau explained the nature
cated at the geographical center of
and scope of services provided by
the neighborhood area, was instantly
their respective agencies_ Officers
popular with both young people and
from the New York State Police
"The \o'er atility of the
adults. A continually perking coffee
Academy and Agents from the Federal
'PU
officer and their high
urn and pastries donated by local
Bureau of Investigation lectured on
degree
of mobility have
bakeries drew many people into the
innovative police methods and policeshifted
considerabl)
more
headquarters. Its informal atmosphere
community relations_
power
to
the
side
of
the
reduced the unfavorable stereotype of
At the close of the Imonth training
police
and
law·hidn~
citi.
the police station held by many resisession, officers assigned to the unit
zens."
dents. As a result of this approach,
visited area merchants and residents
persons entering the storefront are no
to introduce themselves, explain the
longer suspiciously viewed by other
concepts of the unit, and discuss muarea residents as traitors cooperating
Tours of duty and the approximate
tual concerns for area problems_ This
with the police.
number
of men assigned to each are
method proved to be a most successful
With the donation of 62 "camper- scheduled as follows: 2 a.m. to 10
means of identifying the unit to the
ships" (scholarship trips to summer a.m.8 men assigned; 10 a.m. to 6
neighborhood residents and enlisting
camp ) by the Albany County Youth p.m. 12 men assigned; and 6 p.m. to
their assistance and support in its obBureau, NPU officers visited area 2 a.m. 16 men assigned. The shifts
jectives_ Open meetings were held at
schools
to award them on the basis of and number of men assigned to each
various locations throughout the
an
art
contest.
All children between are flexible and may be altered if the
neighborhood during the evening
hours. These informal sessions were the ages of 7 and 14,years were invited crime pattern changes or if a special
well attended and completed the unit's to compete by drawing a picture of the event demands more police service and
storefront headquarters. The art con- manpower.
2week introductory program.
10
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Unique patrol methods were implein the housing complexes_
.
re, blazer-clad officers checked
stairwells and hallways, all vacant
apartments, and storage areas_ Done
on a totally random basis, these intensive patrols have greatly reduced
the number of malicious, criminal acts
taking place within the high-rise apartment buildings. Spot checks of vacant
apartments have often led to the recovery of stolen property and the apprehension of illegal drug users.
~nted

Mutual Understanding
Scooter-mounted officers patrolling
the sidewalks and grounds of the highrise apartment complexes augment the
patrolmen within the buildings. The
versatility of the NPU officers and
their high degree of mobility have
shifted considerably more power to
the side of the police and law-abiding
citizens. The extensive use of walkietalkies permits the officers on foot patrol and those on scooters to coordinate their patrols and maintain con~
t communication with the store-

Chief McArdle (center) confers with two NPU members. The officer on the left wears the summer
uniform of the unit, and the one on the right wears the blazer-and-slacks uniform worn during
the rest of the year.

front as well as with the unit's two
marked patrol cars.
A highly visible chrome-yellow car,
distinctively marked "neighborhood
unit," was substituted for the standard black and white patrol unit. The
change in color helped in projecting
the new image.
The informal structure employed by
the unit has permitted many officers

and area residents to get to know each
other on a first-name basis. NPU members regularly attend community meetings, luncheons, and social events in
an effort to sustain rapport with residents. Through their attendance at
these functions, the officers have developed and maintained a productive
relationship with the community.
(Continued on page 28)

Posing to show a comparison of their summer uniforms, NPU officers lIeft and right) and a member of the regular force (center) stand in front of
their patrol cars. The squad car on the left is the regular black-and-white cruiser used by the department. The NPU cruiser on the right is a
brilliant yellow.
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Prompt Execution of
Search Warrants
"The search tmrrant is a drastic police instrument. It
brooks no defiance. Precisely because it is by nature
intrusive, it is extremely susceptible of abuse:'

By

DONALD J. MclAUGHLIN
Special Agent,
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Washington, D.C.
12

Reference for warrants to search
areas protected by the fourth amend·
ment has been emphasized repeatedly
by the Supreme Court. 1 In addition,
certain warrantless search practices
have been foreclosed by court decision/ obliging law enforcement officers to rely more heavily upon the
warrant procedure. As the use of
search warrants increases, officers reo
sponsible for their execution should
understand the necessity for discharg·
ing this duty correctly. Promptness in
execution, a requirement seldom considered, is essential to a proper war·
rant search.

In Cave

V.

Superior Court, County

0/ San Mateo,3 a 1969 California de·

cision, a search warrant good in form
and "unassailable in substance" was
issued for the search of specific
premises located in South San Francisco, Calif. Objects of the search
were television sets, radios, a gun, and
other items stolen in five local b~
laries. Probable cause for issuanc.
the warrant derived from witnesses
observations of large numbers of television sets and other objects being
carried into the premises described
in the warrant. The search was not
conducted until 7 days after issuance
of the warrant. It yielded incriminating evidence, though none of the items
seized was among those described in
the warrant. Defendants, charged
with receiving stolen property, sought
to bar prosecution on grounds that the
7-day delay in execution of the warrant was in violation of California
search warrant statutes.
At the time the search was made,
one section of the California Penal
Code commanded that a search warrant be executed immediately.4 Another section required that the warrant be executed within 10 days.5 Defendants contended that the 7.day •
lapse of time between issuance and
FBI Law Enforcement Bull

execution of the warrant violated the
"immediate" command. The State
A ued that execution of the warrant
. ytime within the lO·day period established by statute was proper. The
executing officer testified that the delay was prompted by his desire to look
for and expectation of finding "further evidence," that is, evidence in
addition to that described in the warrant. The California Appellate Court
held the search unlawful for failure to execute the warrant promptly.6

Basis for Promptness
Requirement
The search warrant is a drastic
police instrument. 7 It brooks no defiance. Precisely because it is by nature intrusive, it is extremely susceptible of abuse. 8 In describing what effect the search warrant can have upon
the public, one writer noted:
" . . . there is not a description of
process known to the law, the execution of which is more distressing to the
citizen. Perhaps there is none which
A ites such intense feeling in conYquence of its humiliating and degrading effects." 9 American history
makes plain the profound effects in society which can be triggered by unrestricted use of search warrants. 10
Prompt execution of search warrants has been variously held to be a
constitutional requirement, statutory
command, court rule, or judicial mandate. l l Where regarded a constitutional question, courts have deemed
delay in execution to be violative of
the reasonableness clause of the
fourth amendment, or comparable
provisions of State constitutions. 1 2
The Supreme Court of South Carolina
concluded in 1968 that unreasonable
delay in the execution of a search warrant violates a constitutional guarantee of the fourth amendment. 1 3 In a
recent Pennsylvania case, it was
stated that" 'Timeliness' is an essential feature of the Fourth Amend-
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ments mandate of 'reasonableness' ...
appellant's constitutional rights were
violated when there was an unexplained fifteen-day delay in the execution of the warrant." 14 Decisions
bottomed on constitutional grounds
generally have appeared in States
where there is no statute or rule of
court limiting the time in which the
warrant must be executed. 1 5
In jurisdictions where time for execution is established by statute or
court rule/ 6 courts have found it
unnecessary to develop and apply constitutional standards, but instead consider the problem one of statutory
interpretation. Regardless of the basis
for application, the requirement of
promptness ultimately finds its origin
in the fourth amendment. Statutes and
rules regulating search warrant procedures are "declaratory of the most
carefully guarded previous judicial
determinations of the meaning and
scope of the Fourth Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, and
of similar provisions in State
Consti tutions." 17
In interpreting and applying the
promptness requirement, the concern
of the courts relates to the probable
cause requisite for the issuance and
execution of search warrants. Probable cause to search exists when facts
and circumstances within an officer's
knowledge, and of which he has reasonable trustworthy information, are
sufficient in themselves to warrant a
man of reasonable caution to believe
that property to be seized will be
found in a particul ar place or on a
particular person. 1 8 Warrants are issued because there is reason to believe
evidence is now located at a specific

place. With the passage of time, facts
of probable cause, originally sufficient
at the time of issuance, may be dissipated by intervening factors and
events. Thus, at the time of execution
there may no longer be reason to believe the evidence is where it was
originally alleged to be. The serious
danger in allowing a lapse of time to
intervene between issuance and execution of the warrant is that the warrant
can become general in effect, though
still particular in form. Cave provides
a vivid example. The searching officer
waited 7 days to execute the warrant,
and during that period the items described therein were presumably removed from the premises. When the
search was finally made, nothing
listed in the warrant was seized; but
other property was found, apparently
introduced into the house between issuance and execution of the warrant.
Testimony of the searching officer indicated that the reason for delay was
to allow placement of additional incriminating evidence in the premises.
The court concluded that such a procedure is improper, and to hold otherwise would permit an officer to make
a search for evidence not described in
the warrant. 19

Application of Rule
In an 1897 case of first impression,
the Supreme Court of Maine held that
an unexplained and apparently needless delay of 3 days in the execution of
a search warrant was unreasonable
and rendered the search unlawfu1. 20
The court stated that: "It is an integral principle in our system of law
. . . that officers assuming to execute

"The serious danger in allowing a lapse of lime to intervene between issuance and execution of the warrant is that
the warrant! can ',('conI(' general in effect. though still
particular in form."
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· . . a process upon the property or
person of a citizen shall execute it
promptly, fully, and precisely. The
time of execution is as essential as any
other element." 21 (Emphasis added. )
Although the decision required no
more than reasonable promptness in
the execution of a warrant, it has been
read by some as compelling almost immediate execution 22 and giving the
searching officer virtually no discretion in carrying out the command of
the warrant. 23
The Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure provide that search warrants
may be executed by Federal officers
within 10 days,24 but also command
that they be executed "forthwith." 25
Similar language is contained in
many State statutes. 26 This seeming
inconsistency is approached in different ways. Some courts focus on the
word "forthwith" and demand almost
immediate compliance with the order
contained in the warrantP Others
adopt a broad view, considering the
statutory period as explanatory of the
term "forthwith," and regarding any
search made within the period as complying with the "forthwith" requirement. 28 The majority view, however,
resolves the apparent ambiguity by requiring execution of the warrant
within a reasonable time after issuance, with the statutory period considered the "outer limits." 29 Under
this view, where a warrant is executed
within the specified period but delayed unnecessarily and such delay results in some legal prejudice to the
rights of the defendant, execution will
be held defective and the search unlawfu1. 30 Though many decisions
mention the term "prejudice," few
have defined it.

Permissible Delay
Under what circumstances then can
an officer properly delay in the execution of a search warrant? In United
States v. Dunnings,31 a warrant was
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issued to Federal officers to search a
Manhattan apartment for narcotics.
The warrant was not executed until 9
days later, at which time heroin was
seized and the defendant arrested. The
court held that probable cause existed
at the time the warrant was issued,
based upon an affidavit which, among
other facts, alleged that defendant
was using the apartment to "package
heroin." One searching officer testified
that he doubted his ability to execute
the warrant as directed except when
he knew the defendant was present.
On the day of issuance, the officers,
unable to verify defendant's presence
in the apartment, instituted a surveillance of the premises. After 9 days,
defendant returned and the search was
made.
Judge Friendly, writing for the
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, held that the officers were justified in delaying 9 days to execute the
warrant where the defendant was only
using the apartment for intermittent
illegal activity (packaging heroin),
and where they wished to wait until
defendant was at the apartment so
they could be sure the alleged contraband was there. He further noted
that probable cause existed when the
warrant issued and when executed,
and that a "period of doubt" in the
interim did not "undercut the policy
requiring an independent judicial determination of the existence of probable cause." 32 Even if the sole reason
for the delay of 9 days in executing
the warrant was to effectuate the defendant's arrest, that reason would
not invalidate the search. The court
stated that had the warrant been
executed when the defendant was not
in the apartment, he might very likely
have fled_as
In a 1967 Federal case, FBI
Agents waited until defendant left the
apartment to be searched before
executing a search warrant for gambling paraphernalia. The delay lasted
for 2 hours, 10 minutes. Defendant

"Where a toarrant iuues
for the search of both a per-_
son and premises, officers
may delay the search until
the person is present on the
premises."

contended that such delay violated the
"forthwith" requirement of the Federal Rule. While pointing out that a
warrant does not permit execution at
the leisure of police, or at their discretion anytime within 10 days believed to be most advantageous, the
court stated that "officers must be allowed a certain latitude of action
when they are on the delicate and
sometimes dangerous mISSIOn of
executing warrants." It was held that
a warrant is executed "forthwith"
when served within a reasonable time
after issuance, such time being determined by the circumstances of each
case. In finding the delay reasonable,
the court explained that had the officers executed the warrant while the
defendant was still in the apartme
the evidence might well have been
destroyed. 34
In a very recent decision, a delay of
6 days by Federal officers in executing a warrant was held justified.
Weather conditions made an immediate search impossible. During the period of inclement weather, officers in
the searching party were dispersed on
other assignments; and it required
several days to reassemble them. The
court found such delay reasonable,
and indicated further that delay is
permissible where caused by concern
for the safety of the searching
officers. 35
Where a warrant issues for the
search of both a person and premises,
officers may delay the search until the
person is present on the premises. The
minois Supreme Court recently held
that delay for 1 day to await defendant's arrival at the premises to be
FBI Law Enforcement Bulle_

searched constituted justifiable delay_36 It is also apparent that where
e warrant describes a person to be
•
arched, the time necessary to locate
that person is reasonable delay.37
An early South Carolina decision
drew a distinction between executing
a search warrant against a "sporadic
or untrained criminal" and a "professional," noting that in the case of a
"trained and disciplined criminal, the
enemy of society, it may take weeks
of patient observation to ascertain
the moment when a search would be of
any avail." 38 So, while the search
must occur with reasonable promptness, the character of the person affected by the search may be relevant
to this determination.
It is well established that conditions
beyond the control of the searching
officers will justify delay in the execution of a warrant. Weather conditions,
distance factors, traffic problems, condition of roads, and facilities for travel have been cited as supporting a
finding of reasonable delay.39
Though most courts acknowledge
e
at failure to execute search warrants promptly will invalidate the
search, few have defined what constitutes impermissible delay. Cave
states that where the delay is "for the
purpose of apprehending additional
evidence, including evidence of crime~
not yet committed when the warrant
was issued, within the described
premises, the search so conducted is
illegal." In such a case, withholding
execution until property not described
within the warrant is available, renders the warrant a blanket authoriza·
tion resembling the abhorred writs of
assistance used in colonial times. 40
In State v. Melanakis, officers
waited 9 days to execute a warrant.
Justification for delay was to accumulate gradually and unobtrusively a
number of warrants to be executed
simultaneously in raids to seize illegally possessed liquor. The West Virginia Supreme Court declared that
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"the question of searches and seizures
is not subject to the convenience of
peace officers," and that delay to accumulate warrants was improper. 41
Though an early Wisconsin decision suggests that delay in execution
would be reasonable where the searching officer was performing other and
conflicting duties,42 a District of
Columbia court takes the contrary
position. In Curtis v. United States, the
searching officer attempted to justify
an 8day delay on grounds that he
executed warrants "as he gets them ...
in sequence with other police duties he
had to perform." The court remarked
that this "sparse testimony hardly
amounts to the requisite showing of
reasonableness in point of time." 43

Summary
Officers have only limited discretion in deciding when to execute a
search warrant. The warrant must be
executed with reasonable promptness
after issuance. Even where a stauo~y
period is allowed, officers may be required to execute the warrant prior to
expiration of that period. Delay is permissible under certain conditions, but
must be justified. Some reasons for
delay held acceptable by courts are to
effect the arrest of defendant, prevent
destruction of evidence, preclude the
flight of a subject or accomplices,
gather sufficient manpower for the
search, protect the safety of searching
officers, and await the arrival of a person at premises to be searched, where
both are named in the warrant. In
addition, weather, traffic, road, and
travel conditions will permit reasonable delay.
@1
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Acting Director of the FBI
L. Patrick Gray, III

"In this age of change, more and more is being
expected of the institutions of governmentincluding law enforcement. Mr. Gray wants the
FBI to be continually responsive to the challenges
of change, to realize that crime and subversion
are constantly taking new forms and assuming
different postures of attack. "
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On May 3, 1972, Acting Attorney
General Richard G. Kleindienst, with
the approval of The President, appointed L. Patrick Gray, III, then Assistant Attorney General in charge of
the Civil Division, and Deputy Attorney GeneralDesignate, U.S. Department of Justice, as Acting Director,
Federal Bureau of Investigation. Mr.
Gray immediately assumed his duties.
Mr. Gray was born on July 18, 1916,
in St. Louis, Mo. He received his early
education in St. Louis and Houston,
Tex., and entered Rice Institute at
Houston in 1932. In 1936, he was appointed to the U.S. Naval Academy at
Annapolis, Md., and was graduated
with a bachelor of science degree __
1940. Thereafter, he was commissioned a line officer in the U.S. Navy.
The new Acting Director of the
FBI served in the Navy throughout
World War II, participating in five
submarine combat patrols in the Pacific theater. In the Korean war, he participated in three submarine combat
patrols as Commanding Officer, U.S.S.
TIRU (SS416).
During his 20 years in the U.S.
Navy, Mr. Gray also handled a variety of legal assignments, and just before his voluntary retirement in June
1960, with the rank of captain, he was
serving as Military Assistant to the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
with collateral duties as a Special Assistant for Legal and Legislative Affairs to the Secretary of Defense.
He has been awarded the following
medals : Navy Commendation Medal
with Combat " V"; American Defense
FBI Law Enforcement Bullete

Service Medal with a bronze letter
"A"; American Campaign Medal; EuA ean-African-Middle Eastern Cam~
gn
Medal; Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal; World War II Victory;
National Defense Service Medal;
Korean Service Medal; United Nations Service Medal; Submarine
Combat Pin (three stars) _
In 1946, Mr_ Gray entered The
George Washington University Law
School in Washington, D_C., as a Navy
postgraduate student. He was graduated with honors in 1949 and awarded
a juris doctor degree_ He was admitted to the District of Columbia
Bar in 1949 and to the Connecticut
State Bar in 1958. He has also been admitted to practice law before the U.S.
Court of Military Appeals, the Supreme Court of the United States, the
U.S. Court of Claims, and the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit. He is also a member of The American Bar Association.
While at The George Washington University Law School, he was a member
of the Board of Editors of The George
A shington University Law Review
~ d was elected to membership in the
Order of the Coif.
In January 1961, Mr. Gray joined
the law firm of Suisman, Shapiro &
Wool of New London, Conn., for the
general practice of law. During this
time, he also participated in the organization and formation of Pequot
Capital Corporation, a small business
investment company. He served this
company for 2 years as executive vice
president and general counsel and
then as president and chief executive
officer until September 1967. Following the merger of this company with
another, he continued as vice president and general counsel of the surviving corporation, Capital for Technology Corp., with offices in New York,
Pittsburgh, and New London. He also
served as a member of the Advisory
Board of Directors of the Hartford
National Bank & Trust Co. of South-
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eastern Connecticut.
On January 1, 1967, Mr. Gray became a partner of the firm of Suisman, Shapiro, Wool, Brennan & Gray.
He continued in the active general
practice of law until January 1969,
when he was appointed by President
Nixon as Executive Assistant to the
Hon. Robert H. Finch, Secretary of
the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. Upon his departure from
this position on January 30,1970, the
Secretary presented to Mr. Gray the
Department's Distinguished Service
Award with the following citation:
"For his outstanding leadership, performance, and dedication as Executive
Assistant to the Secretary. His efforts
exemplified the words, 'No mission
too difficult.' "
Thereafter, in 1970, Mr. Gray
served as Special Consultant to the
President's Cabinet Committee on
Education. On December 18, 1970, the
President nominated him as Assistant
Attorney General for the Civil Division of the Justice Department. In
February 1972, he was nominated by
the President to be Deputy Attorney
General of the United States. The Senate Judiciary Committee recom·
mended his confirmation unanimously
by a vote of 13-0. However, Mr.
Gray's nomination was withdrawn on
May 3, 1972, when he was designated
Acting Director of the FBI.
Mr. Gray has been active in all
phases of civic and community affairs.
He was chairman of the Community
Chest in his home area and a member
of the Service Relations Committee of
the Chamber of Commerce of Southeastern Connecticut. He is a member
of the Rotary Club of New London,
Conn.; The Army-N avy Club of Washington, D.C.; and the Retired Officers
Association of Washington, D.C.
Mr. Gray is married to the former
Beatrice Castle Kirk of Honolulu,
Hawaii. Mr. and Mrs. Gray have four
sons: Alan, Edward, Patrick, and
Stephen.

Mr. Gray, from his career as a naval
officer, private attorney, and government official, brings wide experience
in the administration of justice to his
new position as Acting Director of the
FBI.
As a military lawyer, Mr. Gray was
responsible for a wide range .of legal
responsibilities, including participation as counsel in general courts-martial and courts of inquiry and the
preparation of legal memoranda regarding the law and facts of various
individual cases.
Mr. Gray's tenure as Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Civil
Division, Department of Justice, gave
him a national perspective in the handling of civil litigation involving the
U.S. Government. Many of these cases
were investigated by the FBI.
The new Acting Director is a firm
believer in law enforcement as a profession. He feels that the highest professional standards are necessary if
law enforcement is to fulfill its sacred
obligations to the people. This means
not only adequate salaries, but careful selection of personnel, and dedication to serving the welfare of the entire community. Most important is
training-that the law enforcement officer gains instruction in the latest
crime detection methods and learns to
apply them to his everyday work.
Vitally essential, in Mr. Gray's eyes,
is the necessity for cooperation among
all agencies of law enforcementlocal, State, and Federal. Law enforcement can only be effective in fighting
the criminal if it works as a coopera·
tive unit. He wants the FBI, under
his direction, to continue to be of the
greatest possible assistance to its
brother law enforcement officers
across the Nation.
Law enforcement alone, however,
cannot do the job. It needs the constant help, encouragement, and good
will of the citizens of the communitycitizens who are willing to take the
time and make the effort to aid its law
17

enforcement agencies to carry out
their manifold responsibilities.
In this age of change, more and
more is being expected of the institutions of governmentincluding law
enforcement. Mr. Gray wants the FBI
to be continually responsive to the
challenges of change, to realize that
crime and subversion are constantly
taking new forms and assuming different postures of attack.
The law enforcement officer today
cannot be a creature of the status quo,
sleeping like Rip Van Winkle or attempting to close his eyes to the practical realities of the contemporary
world. He must constantly be alert to
change and be willing to adapt in a
constructive way to it.
Basic to effective law enforcement,
in Mr. Gray's belief, is the majesty of
the law. In an age all too frequently
characterized by a spirit of permissiveness, there must be respect for the
law. "Where law ends, tyranny begins," said William Pitt, Earl of

Chatham. The law gives meaning to
freedom. It makes possible the democratic rights which we as a Nation
so deeply cherish. Unless there is an
increased respect for the law by all
citizens, our system of government is
indeed endangered.
Mr. Gray looks to the future with
confidence and hope. He pledges that
the FBI will continue to be an agency
of the government which is the servant
of the people.
An FBI responsive to change, sensitive to the rights of the individual citizen, working for the best interests of
the communitythis is an FBI which
can never become a national police.
In this spirit, Mr. Gray takes office
as Acting Director of the FBI.
He pledges to do his best to make
the FBI an ever more effective agency
of law enforcement. He seeks the support of law enforcement agencies
throughout America to work together
in the common goal of promoting the
@)
general welfare.

In order that Bulletin readers may gain added insigh
into the style and philosophy that lJlr. Gray brings to thE
FBI, his first formal public address, since assuming his
new responsibilities as Acting Director, is reprinted here.
Before the Thomas More Society
Washington, D_C.
May 17, 1972
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President Harry Truman was
notified, on the death of Franklin D.
Roo evelt, that he was now President
of the United tates, he said, "I felt
like the moon, the stars, and all the
planets had fallen on me."
18

While I don't actually feel that way,
I now understand more than ever how
Mr. Truman could have said it.
I assure you that when the Acting
Attorney General, Richard Kleindienst, first told me that I was to be

appointed as head of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, I was stunned.
My name had not been among
prominently mentioned as the po.
ble successor to J. Edgar Hoover, and
the thought had, frankly, not even occurred to me. Mter all, the President
had only recently honored me by sending my name to the U.S. Senate as his
nominee for Deputy Attorney General.
I say this because there has been
some speculation that my appointment
is somehow part of a scheme for the
President to gain political control of
the FBI.
I am not a political advisor or counsellor to President Nixon. I have never
run for political office. I am not a political crony of President Nixon's. Upon
retiring from the Navy in 1960 I
served for approximately 7 months on
Mr. Nixon's staff when he was Vice
President. Since 1969 I have served in
positions in the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare and the U.S.
Department of Justicepositions that
were not political in nature, but required professional administrative,
managerial, and legal skills. As _
President himself has put it, our reTfIll'
tionship has not been political or social, but professional.
In fact, when I met with the President he gave me only one instructionthat the FBI and its Director continue
to be absolutely nonpolitical. I am
honored and humbled that the President should place me in this position
of great trust and responsibility, and
would emphasize to me that I must
exercise the highest degree of professional competence in the interest of
the American people. I believe it is important at this time for me to express
what I truly feelthat I will meet
this most solemn and challenging
responsibility.
It is important to state this because
I follow a man in this office of legendary stature. John Edgar Hoover
founded and built the finest investigative agency in the world. For nearly

tha
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"As long as I am head of
the FBI, it will not take the
first small step which might
lead to the formation of a
national police force."

half a century his name and that of
the FBI have been almost synonymous. Its efficiency, its integrity, and
its esprit de corps have earned it the
longstanding respect and appreciation
of the American people.
There is another side to Mr.
Hoover's legacy that is little known
outside the FBI.
His critics try to give the impression
that his power was a threat to American freedom. J. Edgar Hoover scrupulously observed the restrictions of
Federal law and insisted upon the
same by every FBI Agent. He favored
the separation of various Federal investigative responsibilities among a
number of individual agencies in
order to diffuse the power that could
accompany such responsibilities. He
steadfastly opposed any proposal to
e
ncentrate all investigative duties in
anyone agency. He strongly resisted
any effort to establish a national police
force.
Far from fearing J. Edgar Hoover
as a threat to freedom, the American
people had every reason to be profoundly satisfied that this position was
occupied by a man of his self-restraint
and his understanding of democratic
principles.
I wish to say that I am deeply committed to this same policy. As long
as I am head of the FBI, it will not take
the first small step which might lead
to the formation of a national police
force. As long as I head the FBI, it
will not come under political influence
nor will it ever try to exert political
influence.
Let me move now from the subject
of policy, in which I do not anticipate
what I would call substantive changes,
to the area of style, in which I have
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already begun to make changes.
By "style" I refer to the means by
which an administrator implements
policy. In doing so I must be myself,
and I will not try to be someone else.
Further, in making certain changes in
the style of operation, I impute no
impropriety or fault to my distinguished predecessor, although this
may be so interpreted in some quarters. On the contrary, there is a Pat
Gray style because that is the only
way I know how to operate, or at least
operate comfortably. And this new job
of mine has enough monumental responsibilities and demands without
making things difficult for myself by
trying to operate in a mode that is foreign to me.
As I have met with the top officials
of the Department of Justice, including the FBI, I have had two immediate
concerns: first, maintaining the integrity and effectiveness of the FBI
during this transitional period; and
second, meeting the challenge that this
moment presents to the new Acting
Director by making certain changes
that seem appropriate.
As for the first concern, I am satisfied and wish to assure you that the
transition has been made without any
loss whatsoever in the FBI's integrity
and effectiveness. Its operations
against Federal crimes and against attempts to subvert our form of government have continued without the least
interruption.
As for the second concern, I would
like to mention a few decisions or inqUIrIes made regarding possible
changes. These would fall into two
categories-changes already decided
upon, and areas still being explored.
The most important changes already
determined are in the hiring of
Agents.
It has been said that there are not
enough Blacks, Asian-Americans,
or
Spanish-speaking
Americans,
American Indians among FBI Agents.
I would point out that the Bureau's

overall record in this connection is
good, and that while it has made special efforts to recruit Agents from
these groups, it has proven difficult to
attract people qualified to meet the
standards for FBI Agents. Reduction
of standards has been suggested in
the past, but this we will not do, and
I do not believe that members of these
groups would want us to do so. Yet
I feel strongly that they are a most
significant and integral part of our
society, and they have a role to play
in agencies such as the FBI. We must
and will redouble our efforts to reach
out and attract applicants from these
groups. I say this not only because it
is right and fair and socially desirable,
but because it will truly enhance still
further the effectiveness of the FBI.
Second, the FBI is the last major
Federal investigative agency that does
not hire women Agents. Within the
Department of Justice this step has
been taken recently by both the Immigration and Naturalization Service
and the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs. In the past such a
step has been resisted on the argument that women should not be placed
in occupations involving physical danger. I am told, however, that many
women consider such protective impulses to be a clear case of male chauvinism, and are perfectly willing to
take their chances with the men. While
it may prove a difficult mental adjustment for some of us, this step must
and will be taken. And again, I believe it will enhance the total capabilities of the Bureau.
One of the first inquiries I made of
top FBI officials was about the possible
existence of files that might be called
secret files or political dossiers. Both
of these phrases have a sinister connotation. I have been informed, as a
result of my preliminary inquiries,
that there are no secret files or political
dossiers. Without having any indepth
knowledge of the Bureau's files as of
(Continued on page 28)
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Effective Law Enforcement Cooperation
in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park

By
LELAND J. SHACKELTON*

Halemaumau Crater belches forth a steam and dust cloud which on one occasion covered
Kilauea Military Camp with red dust.
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Law Enforcement Specialist,
National Park Service,
U.S. Department of the Interior,
Yosemite National Park, Calif.
FBI law Enforcement Bullete
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t was November 5, 1967, about
2:30 in the morning darkness of
Hawaii Volcanoes ational Park on
the Island of Hawaii, the largest and
southernmost of the eight islands comprising our 50th State. Suddenly, in
the U.S. Geological Survey Hawaiian
Volcano Observatory, overlooking
Kilauea Crater, the seismograph
needles leaped into action erratically
scribing a swarm of local quakes.
Within minutes the needles settled into
the familiar rhythmic patterns of harmonic tremoring that often herald
&
lcanic eruptions. By daybreak the
~ right
lava fountains issuing forth in
the Halemaumau firepit of Kilauea
Crater confirmed the start of what
since has become an almost continuous
eruptive series that has attracted hundreds of thousands of tourists and
local people.

Jurisdiction
While conserving natural and historic features, the rangers of Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park administer
220,000 acres, comprising the world's
most active volcanic national park, for
public visitor enjoyment. Included
among the rangers' varied duties are
orientation of visitors, search and
rescue missions, structure and forest
fire control, safety hazard checks, inspection of sanitation facilities, wild-Mr. Shack elt on was form erly tlUpervisory
ranger at Hawa ii Volcan oes National Park.

•
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park

life management, exotic plant control,
and management of back country
areas. They also provide the lawenforcement and visitor protection services for the park area. The rangers
operate under exclusive Federal jurisdiction and are the firstline police
force within the national park. The
balance of the "Big Island" lawenforcement is provided by the County
of Hawaii. In this regard, the park
rangers are unique in the State of
Hawaii, for they are the only independent, onsite police force other than
the county police departments of the
various islands.
As the rangers prepared for the onrush of volcano watchers in 1967, they
did not fully realize the many other
changes that would affect existing law
enforcement efforts in the park. Several maj or airlines initiated direct
flights to Hilo, on the Island of Hawaii,
from mainland west coast air terminals. As a result, tourism to the park
increased by impressive proportions
almost overnight. The traditional daytime pattern of tourist-filled buses
visiting Hawaii Volcanoes was quickly
augmented by the amazingly rapid
growth of additional tourists arriving
in rented auto and camper units. The
resu Iting round-the-clock traffic con-

could
gestion meant that the ra~ges
no longer put the park to bed at dusk
and forget it. Moreover, Hawaii Volcanoes Park had, as a result of accelerated tourism, experienced a marked
increase in the number and variety of
crimes committed and in the number
of persons arrested.
Well over 4 years have passed and
the lava of Kilauea Volcano continues
to flow intermittently. No longer confined to the original summit vent in
Halemaumau, the flow has broken out
at various points along the southeast
dft zone. It runs a distance of 7 miles
to the ocean, claims over 11 miles of
highway, and bisects the park.

Tourism and Crime
Both natural and manmade changes
have contributed to the rising incidence of crime in Hawaii Volcanoes
Park. Thefts from cars while park
visitors are away from their unattended vehicles to view volcanic displays have become a popular offense.
These crimes, as well as burglaries
and robberies, have been inspired by
the common knowledge that travelers
often carry large sums of money, are
generally unfamiliar with the area,
and usually stay in the vicinity no

Tourists attracted by the natural phenomenon of an erupting volcano present a variety of
enforcement problems for the rangers in the park.

"Moreover. Hawaii Volcanoes Park had, as a result 01
accelerated tourism, expp.rienced a marked increase in the
number and rariety 01 crimes committed and in tire
number 01 persons arrested."

longer than overnight. Check frauds
have increased as high.spending
mainland "paper hangers" take advantage of long mailing and clearinghouse times, which normally allow
about 8 days before a bogus check is
returned for lack of funds or no account at all. Forgeries may go undetected until the suspect is far away
from the islands. While not new, hotel
skips and use of stolen credit cards
have become more common problems.
One guest who owed a hotel more
than $200 and had his rental car repossessed went so far as to fake a
suicide to gain removal from his room
and transportation back to Hilo by
the park ambulance. His theatrics,
justifiably, earned him both the
stomach pump and a fraud conviction.
Crime suspects are elusive in this
environment dominated by tourists
and itinerants, as are victims, complainants, and witnesses. Many offenders who are apprehended never
appear in court because of the prohibitive expense of returning complainants and witnesses to Hawaii
from the mainland.
In addition to the tourist and local
transients, special mention must be
made of the mainland "hippie" who
has become attracted to island living.
His numbers have been involved in
increasing narcotic drug incidents
and linked with the growing thefts of
Government property in the park.
Operating with just six rangers,
Chief Park Ranger Arthur F. Hewitt
is able to schedule an average of only
two men daily for law enforcement
duty after visitor security and orientation a ignments have been made.
With most offenses inside the park
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committed by persons who reside outside its Federal jurisdiction, investigations, apprehensions, and prosecutions are accordingly more difficult.
Success in any of these areas of enforcement, therefore, is most often
dependent on fast response to the commission of a crime. Lacking swiftness
of response because of their limited
numbers, the rangers often require
some form of outside assistance. This
assistance has materialized from a surprisingly large number of cooperating
law enforcement agencies.

Assistance Sought
It was apparent by early 1968 that
the rangers needed help from beyond
the national park to stem the growing
crime problems in the area. The Federal Bureau of Investigation, with
jurisdictional responsibility for many
crimes committed on Federal reservations, was contacted. The Special
Agents of the Honolulu FBI Office,
on the Island of Oahu, gave immediate assistance and counseling on
suggested procedures. Park rangers
were encouraged to develop cooperative assistance from local, State, and
other interested Federal agencies.
Procedures, in addition, were instituted so that the FBI office is advised
of all felonies and other aggravated
offenses occurring in the park.
The FBI is also helping by holding
annual law enforcement conferences

Supt. G. Bryan Harry.

for local, State, and Federal lawenforcement officers, including park
rangers. These conferences stimulate
the exchange of ideas and serve
to coordinate agency efforts toward
the common goal of better law
enforcement.
In spring 1968 the author was
assigned as the law enforcm
~
specialist for Hawaii Volcanoes •
strengthen local cooperation. At that
time it was evident that the Hawaii
County Police Department, headquartered in Hilo, was in the best position
to assist the rangers. This department
had already demonstrated a willingness to help since many of the persons
suspected of offenses in the park resided in the county's jurisdiction.

Cooperation Developed
The Hawaii County Police Department has extended a wide variety of
services and aid to the rangers in such
areas as pursuit and detention of fleeing suspects, criminal investigations,
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""t was apparent
early 1968 that the rangers needed
help Irom beyond the lIational park to stem the growing
crime problems in tire area."

FBI Law Enforcement BUlleti _

arrest records, drug identification,
ice
communications, and training.
•
county police have supplied officers to aid the rangers in developing
specialized law enforcement skills, and
they have made available their firearms range facilities. Officers have repeatedly assisted the rangers when
emergencies required more manpower. The rangers have accordingly
come to work closely on daily patrols
with the district commanders and men
of the county's Puna and Kau Police
Districts that flank the park.
Cooperation is a twoway street, and
even a small ranger unit has something to offer in return. In the last
year the rangers have assisted Hawaii
County authorities in investigations
involving the apprehension of fleeing
felons, roadblocks for escaped prisoners, and traffic accidents and by dispatching equipment for emergencies
outside the park. Because of the park's
remote location, 30 miles southwest of
Hilo, rangers are often the nearest officers to rural emergencies. Park rang. :' in such instances, assist adjacent
..... enforcement agencies under the
provisions of Public Law 230 of the
83d Congress [Title 16, U.S. Code,
Section 1b (1) ], which empowers the
National Park Service to provide
~

Visitor security and orientation are just two of the many assignments of park rangers at overlooks such as this where tourists enjoy a scenic view.

emergency cooperative assistance.
The rangers exchange information
through the Hawaii County "Daily
Police Bulletin." The "Bulletin"
prints, for the benefit of area law enforcement agencies, notifications of
all persons arrested or charged in the
national park. The Hilo Police Station
has also linked the ranger station to
its Wide Area Telephone Service
(WATS) Line communications network and to the FBI National Crime
Information Center (NCIC), through
a satellite relay with the mainland. Information on park arrests is also extended to the police departments of
Oahu, Maui, and Kauai when the offender is a resident of one of those

The vast area of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park covers 220,000 acres

0*

scenic natural beauty.

islands. Added to this broadened base
of cooperation with surrounding law
enforcement agencies is the availability of the Hawaii County j ail for
detention of Federal prisoners. Criminal offenders in the park are now
handled more efficiently. The park
rangers are no longer isolated but have
become an important adjunct to the
Hawaii Islands law enforcement team.
Obtaining criminal histories that
accurately profile a suspect's record of
arrests has been a persistent problem
for the rangers. Unfortunately, some
arrests are often missing even from
FBI identification records on a given
individual because some local departments fail to submit a fingerprint card
to the FBI Identification Division for
each arrest. The rangers' most valuable local cooperator in providing complete criminal histories on suspects
from the islands is the Criminal
Statistics and Identification (C.S.&I.)
Division of the State of Hawaii.
Several cases within the park have
involved violations of the 1968 Federal Gun Control Act. Hawaii V 01-

"Cooperation is a two-way
street. ancI even a small
ranger unit has something
to offer in return."
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canoes National Park received im·
mediate response and assistance from
special investigators of the Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms Division of the
U.S. Treasury Department in handling
these violations. In addition, U.S.
Treasury Agents provided ranger per·
sonnel special training in firearms
identification and schooling in the
elements of the Federal firearms
statutes.
When narcotics violations were first
detected in the park in 1969, the Bu·
reau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs sent Special Agents from
Honolulu. They helped set up sur·
veillance procedures and arranged for

undercover assistance to help rangers
expose narcotics violators. Narcotics
identification and related enforcement
improved as a result of this coopera·
tion. Coordinated training programs
for park rangers in this category of
offenses also helped substantially.

Unusual Situations
Hawaii Volcanoes' capricious natu·
ral attractions draw visitors from
every nation. Accordingly, matters
affecting the security {)f foreign
dignitaries who might visit the park
were discussed with Agents of the U.S.
Secret Service in order that coordi·

nated programs could be quickly im·
plemented on such occasions.
One situation common to many .
tional parks is that of persons vioiP'
ing laws that regulate the protection
of wildlife, forest plants, and natural
objects. Most frequently, rarely
patrolled backroads are the haunts of
these offenders. In several cases in
Hawaii Volcanoes, suspicious back·
road travel has been detected through
a battery of seismometers placed
strategically throughout the park to
monitor the movement of subter·
ranean molten rock. The scientists of
the U.S. Geological Survey Hawaiian
Volcano Observatory have been most

A river of lava is one of the spectacles that attracts tourist aircraft flights over the park.

valuable cooperators by providing the
rangers with the place, date, and exact
e of each passing of suspected vehi• es. Distinguishing movements made
by natural forces from those made by
vehicles, the sensitive instruments
record each on permanent charts.
With the spectacle of volcanic
fountains and flowing lava to attract
them, tourist aircraft have increasingly violated altitude flight regulations over the park. Countless violations of this type have been proved
through coordinating the reports of
onsite ranger patrols with the logs
of Federal Aviation Administration
towers in Hilo and Kona.

Varied Cooperators
Hawaii Volcanoes lies about 10
miles south of Kulani Prison Honor
Camp. While escapes from the prison
are rare, the national park has been
used as a temporary refuge by some of
the few who have succeeded. In 1970
efforts to apprehend three escapees
from Kulani required 24hour road&
ks and extensive searches of the
'lfrk. Most of the extra manpower and
equipment needed by the park rangers
was provided by still another cooperator, the State of Hawaii Corrections
Division of the Social Service Department.
Another department that has responded to ranger requests with a
great deal of help is the Family Court
and Adult Probation Office of the
Third Circuit Court of the State of
Hawaii. This assistance has consisted
of background information relating to
juvenile suspects and parole violators within the national park.
Situated within the headquarters
district of the park is the Kilauea Job
Corps Camp which has an average of
40 boys from Hawaii and the Pacific
Trust Territories. This camp enjoys a
good reputation, and many of the boys
assist in the Hawaii Volcanoes conservation program. The camp super•
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The rangers must handle pedestrian and traffic congestion as crowds of tourists rush to see
the volcanic eruptions.

visors sponsor a crime prevention program presented by the rangers for
each arriving group of boys, and the
results have been most rewarding.
Visitor protection is a ranger's primary responsibility no matter what
the problem. When a tour bus accident
left four dead and 38 injured 3 years
ago, two park ambulances were dispatched with the most seriously injured for the 45mile run to Hilo Hospital. Following an established emergency plan, the ranger dispatcher
placed one call to the Hawaii County
Civil Defense Office in HHo and obtained immediate assistance with the
assignment of over 15 evacuation vehicles to the accident scene. The
county civil defense office is the coordinator for the Civil Air Patrol.
Through these two cooperators, the
Hawaii Volcanoes rangers have
logged dozens of flights for aerial observations in law enforcement, search
and rescue, fire control, and volcanic
eruption emergencies.
Of all the special law enforcement
situations at Hawaii Volcanoes, the
most unique involves the Kilauea Military Camp. This is a rest and recuperation facility available to members
of all the Armed Services. The camp
is the only such military operation of

its kind existing within a national
park. Operating on authority of a
special permit issued by the National
Park Service, the military buildings
and grounds comprise 50 acres within the Kilauea District. The commanding officer works closely with the
rangers on matters of a criminal nature affecting camp operations.
Through the commanding officer the
rangers receive continuous assistance.
In investigations of mutual military
and civilian concern, the criminal investigative units of the various military forces work closely with the park
rangers.
To better cope with violations of
Federal parolees and probationers, the
rangers established with the Chief
U.S. Probation Officer from the U.S.
District Court in Honolulu a working
relationship for coordinating information and reports.

Better Tools
After 4 years, the hot lava continues to flow, and the park staff, no
larger than before, has become a much
more effective law enforcement unit,
thanks to the broad cooperation
among many Federal, State, and local
agencies. The rangers have developed
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a keen reciprocal attitude and extend
themselves to make a truly mutual effort by helping other agencies in
every way possible.
The transient nature of suspects
and victims still makes the park's law
enforcement task difficult, and many
completed cases are still awaiting
trial in Hawaii. Hopefully, the new na·
tional awareness of crime will bring
about even more workable solutions
to combat lawlessness. There are too
many people in tourist areas like the
park making "crime pay" by taking
advantage of the tremendous mobility
of our modern society.
Cooperation is one of the finest
tools to combat crime and improve
law enforcement performance in all
areas of its responsibilities. The
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park
Rangers have confirmed this premise
through their experience of the past
4 years.
ij)

ACADEMY
(Continued from page 7)

defensive tactics instruction, and offduty-hour recreational activities. A
special exercise room with a wide assortment of the finest equipment for
body.building and muscular develop·
ment programs, and an indoor training pool for survival swimming training, as well as instruction in water
safety and rescue, are available to
students. Plans are being formulated
to eventually provide instruction in
scuba diving techniques for law enforcement underwater search and recovery operations.
Together, the twin seven-story dOlmitories accommodate a maximum of
720 students in two· room suites. Each
suite houses four students, two to a
room, and has a bath between each
room.
Another building in the complex
houses a dining facility, a snackbar,
26

Agents enjoy convenience and utility of FBI Academy dormitory furnishings.

"Architecturally reflectit'e of its t'aried role. the new
FBI Academy is equipped to accommodate a number of law
enforcement training programs-from basic police skills
to the most sophisticated applications of advanced tecll·
nology and innot'ative concepts in criminology."

e

Shown are two of many items of equipment used for body-building and muscular development
at the Academy's physical training center.

a store for personal articles and equipment, bank, barbershop, and the infirearms range_
Immediately beyond the dining
facility are the famed FBI outdoor
firearms ranges where officers receive
expert training in a wide variety of
defensive weapons under conditions
and in situations similar to those they
might face in the performance of their
responsibilities.
Ultimately, there will be constructed
a building to house student services,
such as mailboxes, a message center,
meditation room, and reception area
for guests. Concourses between buildings in the complex will be covered
and parking areas will be constructed.

eor

New FBI Agents begin training by intently taking notes in one of many amphitheater-style
classrooms at the Academy.

A view of multiple activities permitted by the Academy's spacious gymnasium.

All students enrolled in the police
training programs at the Academy
will be provided, at no cost to them,
all meals, lodging, laundry, and drycleaning, as well as necessary equipment and supplies connected with their
training.
Selection and nomination of applicants to attend police training programs of the Academy are made by
the heads of their agencies. Any law
enforcement official interested in the
Academy's programs should address
his inquiry to the appropriate FBI
field office covering his territory.
"
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The compelling variety of circumstances which confront the law enforcement officer today in the performance of his duty demands from him
a fullness of knowledge and expertise
characteristic of the most exacting
professions. The FBI has moved determinedly with its new Academy to provide a comprehensive law enforcement
education so necessary for him to effectively cope with changing patterns
of criminality as well as revised standards that measure the quality of his
performance. Only a complete and advanced institutional facility could accomplish this goal. This the FBI has
earnestly striven to provide in its new
Academy-a true university for law
~
enforcement.

Hungry appetites are satisfled at the serving counter of the Academy's dining facility.

NEIGHBORHOOD
(Continued from page 11)

In furthering their efforts to provide and coordinate necessary services in the neighborhood, the officers
of the NPU have organized an effective referral system. With the unit
acting as complainant in behalf of the
residents, whose identities are concealed, referral slips are submitted to
a variety of city, county, and State
agencies for action.
During the month of July 1971,20
persons entered the storefront requesting assistance in finding employment. With the aid of the State employment service and local public and
private agencies, 19 were placed in
jobs.
The referral system, with the support of the city administration, has
realized an impressive record of success. It has been instrumental in helping the NPU gain public rapport, coordinate the efforts of other agencies,
and project a new image of the police
department. Unit officers receive the
satisfaction of directly helping others,
and they report the referral ystem
does not impede the discharge of law
enforcement duties.
Maintaining community interest
and informing residents of the activities of the unit and other related
community events have been accomplished through the publishing of a
bimonthly newsletter. Distributed free
of charge to the residents of the area,
the newsletter serves to reinforce the
positive services of the unit.
Neighborhood police are a progressive step forward in urban policing,
yet in some ways they are a return to
proven methods of the past. The
neighborhood police office is a reversal
of centralization. An individual officer who knows the people and their
problems and who, in return, is known
by them is better able to police the
community. The neighborhood police
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unit is a concept which promises much
success in many urban communities
besieged by crime and other social
ij)
problems.

THE LEGAL DIGEST
(Continued from page 15)
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People v. Fetsko. 332 Ill. 1l0. 163 N.E. 359

(1928); P eople v. Weideman, lupr4 footnote 7.

"Fed. R. Crim. P. 41

(d)

provides that the

warrant I I . • • may be executed and returned only
within 10 days after its date." The lO·day period
begins to run on the day after ballance. Fed. R .

Crim. P. 45.
~ F ed . R . Crim. P. 41 (c) Itatea that the search
warrant u. . . shall command the officer to search
forthwith th e person or place named for the properly
specified." It ill int eres ting to no te that tbe Supreme
Court recently adopted and lent to Congre81 a proposed amendment to Rule 41 whi ch deletes the word
"forthwith" and instead provides that the warrant
shall be executed " . . . within a specified period of
time not to exceed 10 days . . • :' Proposed Amend ·
ments to th e Rules of Criminal Procedure for the
U.S . District Courts, House Docume nt No. 92285,
92d Congre ••• 2d Se ••ion. p. 14 (1972). The propoled
amen dment aeeks to resohe th e ambiguity between
the "IO·day" and "forthwith" provisions and confers
discretion upon the iasuing magistrate to specify the
tim e in whi ch the warrant mUlt be exec uted. Id. at 44 .
26 Statutes cited supra footnote 16.
:;, Mitchell v. United States, supra footnote 17 .
"" United Stat.. v. Do e. 19 F.R.D. I (E.D. Tenn .
1956); United S,at.. v. Kl.ph olz. 17 F.R .D. 18
(S .D.N.Y. 1955), afl'd 230 F. 2d 494 (2d Cir. 1956);
Smilh.rt V.
86 Nev. 925. 478 P . 2d 576 (1970);
St.te V. il'oz.nich. 207 Ind . 264. 192 N.E. 431 (1934).
"" United State, v. H.rper. 450 F. 2d 1032 (5th Cir.
1971); House V. United St.te•• 411 F. 2d 725
(C.A .D.C. 1969), em. denied. 399 U.S. 915 ( 1970) ;
Spinelli v. United SI.t... 382 F. 2d 871 (8th Cir.
1967), rev'd on oth er ground•• 393 U.S. 410 ( 1969) ;
United St.t.. V. McCI.rd. 333 F. Supp. 158 (E.D.
Ar k. 1971); Johnson v. United St.tes. 255 A. 2d 494
(D.C. App. 1969).
30 United S,.tes V. Br.dley. 428 F'. 2d 1013 (5th
Cir. 1970) ; United St.te, v. Ku ch. 301 F . Supp. 96S
(D.C. 1969); Curt i> v. United St.tes. 263 A. 2d 653
(D.C. App. 1970) ; SI<lte V. Fe.the"tone. 246 So. 2d
597 ( Fla. App. 1971 ).
31 425 F . 2d 836 (2d Cir. 1969 ), em. denied. 397
U. . 1002 (1970).
Xl ld . at 840. Compare Slate v. Ferrirno, su pra
(ootnote 7. In Ferrirno. officers waited 14 daYI to
execu te a warrant againlt premises used for gambling
purposes. One officer tes tifi ed that "almost daily"
visits to the premises (rom tim e of luuance to time
of execution detected no illegal activity. When finally
th e gambling resumed, th e search was made. The
search and seizure were held unreasonable, and
evidence seized was supprelled.
33/d . at 8408'1. Accord. United Stales v. Harper ,
supra (oolnote 29; United Slate.J v. Nepstead, 424
F. 2d 269 (9th Cir. 1970) . ce rt. den ied. 400 U.S. 848
(1970); United St.tes V. McCI.rd . , upr. loo tnot e 29.
3" Spinelli v. Unjted Slates • .Jupra (oo tn ote 29.
30 United States v. McClard, .Jupra lootnote 29.
.. People V. S tan,berry. 47 III. 2d 511. 268 N.E. 2d
431 (1971). cW. denied. 40 1 U.S. 873 ( 1971 ) .
37 Cave v. Superior Court, supra footno te 3 at 520,
73 Cal. Rptr. at 170.

5,.,•.

os F.rmer v. Selle". 89 S.C . 492. 72 S.E . 224
(1911); lee al.o Elrod v. Moss. 278 F . 123. 128 (4th
Cir. 1921); St.te V. P.ch .... 102 W. Va: 607. 135
S.E. 908 (1926). In F.rmer. a jury determinatiA
that a 48·day delay met the telt of reuonat W
promptnell W&I not disturbed by the court. Though
it is unlikely that a similar relult would be reached
toda y, see Slate v. Baker, supra footnole 13, the
nature of the perlon affected b y the search presumably is s till a relevant co nsideration in the manner
o( executi ng' the warrant.
39 United Stales v. Bradley . supra footnote 3D:
Spinelli v. U,lited States, supra footnote 29j United
StaleS v. McClard, supra (ootnote 29; Stale v. F er.
rir no , supra foo tnote 7; People v. Fet.Jko, .Jupra
footnote 23; People v. W eidemon , supra footnote 7;
Slale v. Guthrie. supra fo otnote 20 i Mitchell v.
United State.J, supra (ootno te 17.
..0 Calle v. Superior Court, .Jupra footnote 3 at 521,
73 Cal. Rptr. at 169.
U Stale v. Melanaki.J. supra footnote 7.
'" Hiller v. State. 190 Wi •. 369. 208 N.W. 260 (1926).
43 Curti.J v. United Stote.J, supra foo tnote 30.

ADDRESS BY MR. GRAY
(Continued from page 19)

this moment, I will simply state that
the matter of files and communications
is one of the serious avenues of inquiry I am pursuing with the top officials of the FBI as I continue to acquire the knowledge necessary to discharge my responsibilities.
Another area in which I am ste
looking for answers is the frequent
criticism that the head of an investigative bureau of this importance has
too much potential power, It has been
suggested that his actions should be
subject to review by a blueribbon
commission over and above the Bureau. I am concerned that such a device might seriously impair the effectiveness of the FBI. However, I do
have an open mind with regard to the
establishment of a Director's Advisory
Committee or a Director's Consulting
Group, composed of recognized authorities in certain relevant fields.
Certainly the Federal Bureau of Investigation already has more than ample expertise among the dedicated men
and women who serve in this elite
investigatory agency. But I believe
that, working together with a group
such as I have described, my top associates in the Bureau and I may be
FBI Law Enforce ment BuJlete
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against vehicles. The remaining attacks involved other miscellaneous
"1 'wliev(' that it is possilJle lor popular gOt'ernment to
targets. During the month of April,
pro/('cl it ('II Irom ol'erthrOl(' without elenying basic Iree.
16 persons were injured and one
eloms, ami I consider that one 01 the principal respon illili·
death was reported in connection with
ties 01 the FBI anel it,~ Director is to prOl e thaI this can Ill'
the bombing incidents.
done."
During the first 4 months of 1972,
a total of 607 bombing incidents
were reported throughout the Nation,
Puerto
Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
assisted in the discharge of our re- but also the rights of all citizens to
Of
the
607
incidents, 310 involved the
sponsibilities as we look to the future have that same protection.
use
of
explosive
bombs while 297
I believe that it is possible for popurole of the Federal Bureau of Investiwere
incendiary
attacks.
During the
lar government to protect itself from
gation in our society.
January-April
period
a
total
of 780
Let me add that I do not, at this overthrow without denying basic freedevices
were
used
in
connection
with
present time and on the basis of in- doms, and I consider that one of the
the
607
bombing
situations.
Three
formation now available to me, be- principal responsibilities of the FBI
lieve that any full-scale investigation and its Director is to prove that this hundred and thirty-eight of the devices used were explosive in nature
of the FBI is indicated. I have the feel- can be done.
I believe in the FBI as a vital Amer- and 442 were incendiary. During this
ing that many of the criticisms leveled
are unfounded, simply because the ican institution. When it is criticized period a total of 56 persons were incritics did not have the factual infor- I will look into the charges to deter- jured and 10 deaths were reported in
mation regarding the operations and mine whether they have any validity. connection with these bombing
the performance of the men and wo- 1£ so, I will make the changes neces- attacks.
Geographically, the Western States
men of the Federal Bureau of Investi- sary to maintain the FBI's posture as
reported
228 bomb incidents during
gation.
the finest investigatory agency in the
the
first
4
months of 1972, the SouthThese, then, are some of the ques- world. If they are not valid, I will detions of style that may give a new fend the FBI with all of the personal ern States 161, the North Central
ok,
but not new substance, to the energies and capabilities at my States 140, the Northeastern States
60, Puerto Rico 17, and the Virgin
ijl
command.
BI.
,t:"'Ll
/J
)
Islands one.
Finally, at this historic changing of
/;'d
e/.!)?,..(/'4a,{
.
The leading targets during the
the guard-the first in nearly half a
/#~
/S;/f7Z--J
A'l' d
.
80M
8
IN
6
y
r
a
u
n
~
pn peno were reSIdences
century-it is important for me to give
wIth 171 attacks. Commercial operasome assurances of faith.
tions
and office buildings were victims
INCIDENTS
I believe in the United States of
One hundred and fifty actual and of 161 bombing attacks. Vehicles were
America, not only as a nation and a
people, but as an ideal that has helped attempted bombing incidents occurred targets of 76 reported incidents. Sixtyto reshape the world.
throughout the country during the five attacks were directed at school
I believe in the democratic form of month of April 1972. Seventy-one of facilities, and the remaining incidents
government, and in the sovereignty these bombing incidents involved ex- involved other miscellaneous targets.
of the people.
plosive types of bombs and 79 were
I believe in a government of law,
situations involving the use of incenenacted by the people through their
diary devices. The persons involved
AIRCRAFT HIJACKINGS
representatives, and not in a governused a total of 212 devices in connecment of men. I believe that where this
During the period January 1, 1968,
kind of law ends, tyranny begins, and tion with the 150 bombing situations.
through
May 8, 1972, there have been
the
devices
were
exSeventy-five
of
I believe that the people have the right
133
incidents
of hijacking involving ~
plosive
in
nature
and
137
incendiary.
and the duty to oppose such tyranny.
The leading targets during the ~.S
airc~.ft,
77 of these concerned )l'\'l
I believe that individual constitutional rights are basic to our society month of April were commercial op- aIrcraft hIjacked to Cuba, with an '\'J ",
and our form of government, and I erations and office buildings with 45 additional 19 hijacked to other des- ~
include not only the rights of the ac- attacks. Forty attacks were against tinations. In the remaining 37 in- ~
cused to the full protection of the law
residences, 19 against schools, and 15 stances, the hijackings were aborted. ~
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NATIONWIDE CRIMESCOPE

CARTRIDGE WITH A
SECRET

,

Another imaginative and unusual
way of hiding drugs came to the attention of officers of a police department in a western State recently.
While booking a murder suspect, they
recovered what seemed to be an ordinary .38 cartridge. However, the officers soon discovered that the shell
was hollow and could be used to secrete heroin and the ball slug had been
fitted with a small spoon used in administering the drug.

Cartridge as recovered from murder suspect.

Cartridge with slug removed to reveal spoon used in administering heroin .
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PROFESSIONAL CRITIQUE
.1M- bank In a southwest State was
.
~

i
~ ~wo

~

bed by two bandits who, with a
confederate waiting outside in a getaway car, made good their escape with
~ considerable amount of cash. The
robbers inside the bank were
armed and forced employees to lie
prone on the floor during the robbery.
Following this robbery, the victim
bank ran, in a local newspaper, a
omewhat unusual advertisement
which is quoted in part as follows:
"To the two professional
gentlemen who borrowed
$24,000 from our bank last
Thursday.

ownership for the car. Accordingly,
the officer radioed for an NCIC check
on all three. Within seconds a message whizzed back that there was no
wanted notice for the girl, but the vehicle had been used in an armed robbery in which a male, meeting in all
respects the description of the girl's
companion, was wanted as the suspect.
As the arrested suspect was being led
away, he protested to the officer that
the girl should not be overlooked since
she had driven the getaway car in the
robbery!

1
. ~

HISTORICAL ANECDOTE

Fingerprints are an infallible means
of
human
identification. But, for many
"You forgot to sign the note. ~
years preceding their use, anthro"The FBI explained that you
pometry was the primary method of
were professionals. Well, we have ~
identification used in law enforcement.
helped hundreds of professionals · . ~
Anthropometry, or Bertillonage as
~\3
with their problems. We talk pro
it came to be popularly known, is the
fessional language. So why di "."J scientific measurement of the human
you think it was necessary to
ody for identification purposes. This
flatten all our officers and em· ~
system devised by Alphonse Bertillon,
ployees on the floor and hold , a junior clerk in the Paris France
"
em th~re
with carbines? All a~y
~ Prefecture of Police, was i~troduce
professIOnal man needs to do IS ]
here in 1882. Later this means of
drop by . .. [the president's
identification was adopted by law en~fice
J. He's ~ne of the rien~-f
forcement agencies throughout the
lIest guys you II ever meet. He s
world, prior to the advent of fingera. real pro himself : . . profes ~
printing in the late 19th century. It
sIOnal banker, that IS. He could ~
relied essentially upon the accurate
~
have worked something out for
recordinO' of a number of measure~ you. . . . We must caution you
ments otthe human body which, when
~
that we most decidedly disc~urr .~ taken in conjunction, helped distin~ age any more anonymous wIth ~
guish one individual from another.
drawals. . . . Just because we
Although Bertillonage became obma~e
thin~s
happen, we . ce~,tainly
solete, its founder is remembered as
can t let thIs happen agam.
a great contributor to modern law enforcement. Bertillon brought scientific
order and accuracy to law enforcement
procedures. He also organized a standTOGETHERNESS
ardized system of police photography,
A police officer in a northern city developed the portrait parle, and was
stopped an outofState automobile one of the first to study the scientific
when he noticed that the brake lights basis for handwriting identification.
of the vehicle were not working. His name holds an honored place in
Neither the female driver nor her male the annals of the law enforcement procompanion could show evidence of fession.
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BIGGER GAME
The Armed Forces Police detachment in Washington, D.C., was recently requested to check the status
of a person believed to be a member of
the military and suspected to be in the
act of deserting. When military records surprisingly contained no information concerning the suspect as a
deserter, an inquiry was made of the
National Crime Information Center
(NCIC) . Almost immediately representatives of the Armed Forces Police
detachment were informed via the
NCIC computer that the individual in
question was far bigger game than
first suspected. He was wanted on a
charge of murder in a nearby city.
Local police, at the request of the military, moved swiftly to apprehend the
alleged killer.

POLICE KILLINGS
During the first 5 months of 1972,
42 local, county, and State law en-

~:\oOia;en

mur

~

Geographically, 24 officers were ,
1
slain in the Southern States, 9 in the "
Northeastern States, and 9 in the '{J . "
Western and the North Central States. ~
"D
Seven officers died as the result of )':j
ambushtype attacks ; 13 were killed '~ ~
in connection with robbery matters; ~
three were slain investigating suspi
'~ \
cious persons or circumstances; four ~
were murdered investigating burglary ~
calls; two were killed in connection ~ . s::
with a civil disorder; two were slain ~
'\
by mentally deranged persons; four
'
were murdered while attempting an
arrest for a crime other than robbery
or burglary ; four were slain handling
a disturbance matter ; and three officers were killed as a result of traffic ~ ~
stops.
Fortyone of the 42 officers murdered during the first 5 months of
1972 were killed through use of firearms. Handguns were used in 30 of
the killings.

t!
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eral Bureau of Investigation, U.S. ~
Department of Justice, Washington,
D.C. 20535, or the Special Age~
.
Charge of the nearest FBI field offir
the telephone number of which ap:
pears on the first page of most local
directories.
,..

WANTED BY THE FBI

ORGANIZED CRIME-FBI'S
JURISDICTION

RONALD KAUFMAN, also known as: Christopher Charles Mohr, Christopher Curtis Mohr, James Edward Jensen, Charles E. Owens.
Malicious Attempt To Damage and Destroy Buildings by Explosives;
National Firearms Act; Federal Reserve Act

Ronald Kaufman is being sought by
the FBI for violations of the National
Firearms Act and the Federal Reserve
Act and malicious attempt to damage
and destroy buildings by explosives. A
Federal warrant for his arrest was is·
sued on January 13, 1972, at San
Francisco, Calif.
Kaufman allegedly placed bombs in
safe-deposit boxes in three banks each
in the cities of Chicago, Ill., lew
York, .Y_, and San Francisco, Calif.
The boxes were rented under the assumed name of Christopher Charles
Mohr. Anonymous letters describing
the planting of bombs in the safedeposit boxes were sent to various
newspapers. The bombs were individually set to detonate by batteryoperated clock timers_

5 feet 11 inches.
160 to 165 pounds.
Medium.
Brown.
Brown.
Medium.
White.
American.
Office worker, student, Army private.
Remarks ___________ by wear glasses.
FBI 0. ____________ 242, 076 J7.
Fingerprint classification
Ref: 29
17 M 29 W I 0 I 16

Weight ____________
Build ______________
Hair ______________
Eyes ______________
Complexion ________
Race ______________
Nationality _________
Occupations ________

I

25

U 000

17

Caution
Kaufman may be armed and should
be considered very dangerous.

Notify the FBI
Description
Age ___________ ____ 34, born Feb. 5,1938,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Height ____________ 5 feet 10 inches to
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Any person having information
which might assist in locating this
fugitive is requested to notify immediately the Acting Director of the Fed-

•

The FBI had limited jurisdiction
with respect to organized crime and
its two major sources of illicit revenue,
gambling and hoodlum loan-sharking, ~
prior to 1961. In September of that ('
year, the President signed into law ~
three statutes covering the interstate
transmission of wagering information,
interstate transportation of wagerin
paraphernalia, and interstate travel in
aid of racketeering. These were fol
lowed by: in June 1964, a bill prohibiting sports bribery; in May 1968,
another banning extortionate credit
transactions; and, in October 1970, a
statute aimed at large-scale intrast a
gambling operations, hoodlum i.
tration of legitimate business, and the
bribery of local officials in gambling
matters. As a result of this added jurisdiction, thousands of investigations
of organized crime figures have been
added to those already being conducted by the FBI under previously
existing statutes aimed at combating
such activities as labor racketeering,
extortion, and prostitution.
FBI investigations have been responsible for the conviction and imprisonment of a large number of the
country's leading racketeers. Much of
the criminal intelligence data gathered
by FBI investigations has been especially helpful to other law enforcement
agencies. Based upon information
originally developed by the FBI, these
other agencies on a yearly average arrest more than 4,000 hoodlum, gambling, and vice figures.
FBI Law Enforcement Bullee
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING 0Fl'ICE :1972 0-466-133

FOR CHANGE OF ADDRESS ONLY

e

(Not an order torm)

Compl.t. this form and return to;
ACTING DmECTOR
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

20535
(Name)

(TItle)

(.A.ddrea8)

(Oltfll

(State)

(ZIp Code)

------------Visitors From IACP

During a recent visit to FBI Headquarters, First Vice President of the Inte ernational Association of Chiefs of Police !IACP) Don R. Derning lIeft),
ef of Police, Winnetka, III., and immediate past President of the IA c: p John R. Shryock (right) , Chief of Police, Kettering , Ohio, met with
ng FBI Director L. Patrick Gray, III. Chief Dernlng represented IACP P resident George A. Murphy, Chief of Police, Oneida, N.Y., who was
•
t present because of illness.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BU R EAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON. D .C.

2015315

OFFICIAL BUSINESS
RETURN AFTER 15 DAYS
POSTAGE AND FEES PAID
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
JUS--'3:l

INTERESTING PATTERN

Thl. Impr•••lon i. cla••lfI.d as a loop with 15 rldg. counts. Th. paft.rn
I. Inter••tlng b.caus. of the h.lght of the looping rldg •• In relation to
the d.lta and the unu.ual appearance this cr.at••.

